100% Middle Level Affiliation Program

Are you considering advising an FCCLA Chapter?

If you have 27 students or more, you should consider the 100% Middle Level Affiliation option. This is a cost effective option to give all of your FCS students in grades 9 and below access to the full benefits of being a FCCLA member.

100% Middle Level Affiliation is a special dues structure and is available to chapters that qualify. Those schools with small enrollments (less than 27 students) may want to choose to affiliate individual members at $9 each.

Specifics of the program:

- Students in grades 9 and below enrolled in a Family and Consumer Sciences course that is a semester or less in length are eligible for chapter affiliation.
- The annual national affiliation fee is $250, (This fee covers all students in your class any time during the year), which entitles each eligible chapter to receive 25 copies of August/September of Teen Times.
- In schools with grades 6-12, only those in grade 9 or lower are eligible for the 100% Middle Level Affiliation membership.
- National 100% Middle Level chapter affiliation is available only if the state offers chapter affiliation as well.

An additional state affiliation fee may also be required.

Check with your state adviser to find out if your state participates in the 100% Middle Level Affiliation. Middle level advisers are encouraged to integrate FCCLA into the Family and Consumer Sciences curriculum.